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A Medical Mission Delivering More than Medicine 

John Carrico knew he would eventually get involved in a medical mission 

somewhere in the world. It was only a matter of time for the right opportunity to 

come along. That time came last fall when he accepted an invitation to volunteer his 

supply chain expertise to a large health care organization in Madagascar.   

 

As Systems Director of Supply Chain Operations at Fairview Health Services, John 

had finally found a perfect opportunity. Or, one could say, the opportunity found 

him. The call came from Experienced Resources President and CEO, Mary 

Christensen. Experienced Resources’ relationship with Global Health Administration 

Partners (GHAP) enables Mary to recruit health care leaders like John who want to 

volunteer their administrative specialties to health care providers around the world. 

Experienced Resources and GHAP work together to identify and carefully match 

individual volunteers to assignments in Cameroon, Ethiopia, India, Tanzania, and 

Madagascar.  This matchmaking begins only after GHAP receives an invitation from 

a host country. 

 

A program of Global Health Ministries, GHAP partners with faith-based health 

systems in developing countries with a goal of strengthening their administrative 

and management practices. GHAP’s ultimate goal is to build a worldwide network of 

health administrators dedicated to creating, supporting, and maintaining 

sustainable faith-based health systems. 

 

“The timing was perfect,” said John. “I was hooked. I had never been to Madagascar 

but was excited to apply my supply chain knowledge to their current situation. I 

wanted to help build a roadmap for them going forward. “ 

 

That’s how the mission trip unfolded. John arrived in Madagascar November 28 to 

join fellow volunteer Jim Noss, a retired missionary and experienced GHAP 

volunteer from Minnesota. The two would spend the next 16 days working with 

members of the Sampan’ Asa Leterna Amomba Faharalaman (SALFA) Health Care 
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System. SALFA, the health system of the Malagasy Lutheran Church, had identified a 

need for support within their supply depot. Once they extended a request for 

assistance, GHAP and Experienced Resources collaborated to identify and match 

John to SALFA.  

 

John and Jim at Ejeda Hospital (far left) 

 

“We are encouraging our health care partners in developing countries to focus on 

medical supply management,” explained GHAP Director, Cindy Wilke. “This can be a 

challenge in an environment with less than reliable electricity or water, or even 

roads. Banks, governments and cultural practices also can complicate a smooth 

functioning medical supply chain.” 

 

According to John, good supply chain management underscores having the right 

product in the right place in the right amount at the right time. The SALFA Depot 

responsible for supplying hospitals and clinics in the region was struggling with 

both inventory and cost management. They welcomed the assistance. 
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 “We focused on three key areas, “ John explained, “supply chain, finance, and 

information technology. This meant that we assessed their inventory deployment 

methods; collaboration between the SALFA Depot and the hospitals it served; and 

the quality of information technology available for managing orders and inventory.  

 

John working with SALFA supply chain 

 

“They had a good manual process in place,” 

John explained. “However the historical 

information was not available to them. 

They had no system in place for looking 

back and obtaining order history which is a 

critical element for right sizing inventory.”  

 

John’s work throughout the visit encompassed everything from teaching supply 

chain best practices, to implementing reliable inventory management methods. His 

team’s goal was to ensure that the SALFA Depot had the right supplies available for 

each hospital and could fulfill orders in a timely manner. Their work also included a 

five-day learning opportunity visiting the Ejeda Hospital plus several clinics and a 

midwife training construction project.  

 

“The entire trip was a great experience, said John. “I was able to use my skillset to 

help this organization take the next improvement leap forward.” 

 

What did it mean to him to volunteer for an organization like GHAP?  

 

“An experience like this is much more than having a great job that pays well,” said 

John. “It’s also different than writing a check to an organization. My time in 

Madagascar absolutely reenergized me. I feel that the more blessed I am, the larger 

my obligation to share with others.”  
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 Though John returned home in December, he continues to connect through Skype 

with his Madagascar team. “When 

we get an assignment, we view it 

as a three to five year 

commitment,” said Cindy. “John 

will go back to see how his team is 

doing. He will continue to give 

them assignments, reports, and 

other tools to support their 

progress and keep them on track.” 

 

 

John’s Carrico’s medical mission trip serves as an excellent example of how GHAP 

volunteers work throughout the world. Each of these volunteers brings different 

disciplines and expertise to the table. Each helps a health care organization improve 

its long-term ability to provide health care to the communities it serves.  

 

For more information about volunteer opportunities with GHAP contact: 

Cindy Wilke, Director 

Global Health Administration Partners (GHAP) 

Direct: 312-685-6209 

Email: cindywilke@ghm.org 

Web: www.GHAPartners.org 

 

Jennifer Roettger, Talent Acquisition Manager 

Experienced Resources 

Direct: 952-358-6146 

Email: JenniferRoettger@FlexGeneration.com 

Web: www.flexgeneration.com  

Patient at Ejeda Hospital with daughter 
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